Introduction
The banking development in Indonesia shows the dynamics in economics. According Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia No.10 of 1998, November 10, 1998 bank is a business entity that its activities collect funding from the public in the form of demand deposits, savings, and distribute fund to the public by loans to improve commonwealth. Some banking cases that occurred in Indonesia such as Century Bank's case in 2008. The crisis of Century Bank was caused by bank internal problems, namely the fraud by the bank's management to customers. This case impacts to losing customers and investors' trustworthy to the bank and other banks that less the value of banking companies. The enhancement of banking companies value enhancement is needed. The company value is one of company objectives, beside achieving maximum benefit and prosperity of the owner of the company or stockholders (Savitri, 2016) .
The Basis of Theory and Hypotheses
The value of company The value of company is the market value or price that applies to the company's common stock (Brigham, 1996) . It is very important because the high value of the company impact to the high prosperity of stockholders. Tobins q is an indicator to measure company performance, especially about company value, which shows management performance in managing company activities. The Tobin's Q ratio calculated using this following formula: Q = + + Where: Q = company value, EMV = Equity Market Value, obtained from the closing price of the closing price at the end of the year with stock number at the end of the year, EBV = Book value from equity (Equity Book value), which is obtained from the difference in total company assets with total liabilities, D = Book value of total debt. Jensen & Meckling (1976) state that managerial ownership is one of the corporate governance mechanisms that can be a device in controlling agency problems. Managerial ownership can be calculated as follows:
Managerial ownership

KM =
Institutional Ownership
Institutional ownership is the number of stock owned by the institution of the total amount of stock capital of managed company (Boediono, 2005) . Institutional ownership has a very important role in minimizing agency conflicts that occur between managers and stockholders. Jensen & Meckling (1976) Institutional Ownership can be calculated as follows:
KInst = Corporate Social Responsibility
According to Lang and Lundholm (1993) , corporate characteristics can explain the wide variety of voluntary disclosures in annual reports, company characteristics are predictors of quality from disclosure. The total of CSR disclosure in the bank's annual financial statements stated in the Corporate Social Responsibility Index (CSRi) done by observing whether there is an item of information specified in annual report, if it is not in the annual report then its score 0, and otherwise, if it is in the annual report then its score 1. The broad index of CSR disclosure (CSRi) in the company is formulated as following: 
Company Scale
According to Sulistyanto (2008) the company scale is measured by the total assets of company. The company scale in this study reflects the size of companies that appear in the total assets value of company. Larger scale company has a tendency for more investors to pay attention to the company. The scale of the company is formulated as following (Waryanto, 2010):
SIZE = Ln (total assets)
Hypothesis
The formulation of the hypothesis in this study are: H1: Managerial ownership has an effect on company value, H2: Institutional ownership affects the value of the company, H3: Corporate Social Responsibility influences the value of the company, H4: The scale of the company influences the value of the company.
Research Method Population and Sample
The population of this study are banking companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2015-2018. The sample of this study was 28 companies. The technique of collecting data used the documentation study method and literature study. The method of analysis used multiple linear regression.
Research Results and Discussion
The descriptive statistics provide a general description of the sample of research object. The data explanation through descriptive statistics is expected to give first view about research issues. The descriptive statistics from banking companies sample listed on the IDX in 2015 -201 8 can be presented as this following Based on Table 1 , it can be seen that the managerial performance variable has a 0.000 as the lowest value and 0.282 as the highest value and also 0.006 as average value, the Devia standards is 0.038. Institutional performance has maximum value 100,000 and the lowest value is 11.470, the average value is 60.330 and the standard deviation is 24,883. CSR has the lowest value 0.105, the highest value is 0.881 and has an average value of 0.553 and standar deviation is 0.192. The company scale has maximum value 24.982 and lowest is 8.085, the average value is 15.359, and standard deviation is 4,814. The lowest value of company is 0.558 and the highest value is 1.479, with an average is 1.089 with a standard deviation is 0.134. The effect of managerial ownership on company value. It is not true that managerial performance has a significant influence of company value. The low managerial ownership can not reduce agency conflicts so that the company's objective in achieving high company values is not achieved. The effect of institutional ownership of company values. It is true that the institutional performance has a significant effect on company value. The stronger level of control by the stockholders / investors, it will reduce the agency cost and the value of the company will be improve. The effect of Corporate Social Responsibility on Corporate Values. It is true that CSR has a significant influence on the value of the Company. Companies which have CSR bring a positive image in the community and businesses that have an influence in rising the company value. The effect of company scale in company value. It is true that the scale of the company has a significant influence in the value of the company. Maximizing company scale will makes easier for investors to get information about the company condition which can be seen from the company value (Savitri, 2018) .
Conclusion and Suggestion Conclusion
Based on the analysis result and discussion above, thus it can be concluded that managerial ownership does not have effect towards the firm value. Institutional ownership, the firm size, and Corporate Social Responsibility has effect towards the company value.
Suggestion
In the measurement to count index of corporate governance on public firms in Indonesia, it is suggested to use index published by Indonesian Institute of Corporate Governance (IICG) which is Corporate Governance Perception Index (CGPI) published in mass media every year.
